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Abstract 
In this paper, a classification method named nearest subspace method is applied for credit risk evaluation. Virtually credit risk
evaluation is a very typical classification problem to identify “good” and “bad” creditors. Currently some machine learning 
technologies, such as support vector machine (SVM), have been discussed widely in credit risk evaluation. But there are many 
effective classification methods in pattern recognition and artificial intelligence have not been tested for credit evaluation. This 
paper presents to use nearest subspace classification method, a successful face recognition method, for credit evaluation. The 
nearest subspace credit evaluation method use the subspaces spanned by the creditors in same class to extend the training set, and
the Euclidean distance from a test creditor to the subspace is taken as the similarity measure for classification, then the test
creditor belongs to the class of nearest subspace. Experiments on real world credit dataset show that the nearest subspace credit
risk evaluation method is a competitive method. 
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1.  Introduction 
Credit risk evaluation analysis is a hot topic in the financial risk management. In fact, it is a typical classification 
problem to discriminate “good” and “bad” creditors. Currently many data mining techniques have been used to 
evaluate credit risk, such as logit analysis [1], probit analysis [2], artificial neural networks (ANN)[3][4], genetic 
algorithm (GA)[5], multiple criteria linear programming (MCLP)[6][7] and support vector machine (SVM)[8-14] 
etc. Although so many learning methods emerging in credit evaluation, there are still some effective classification 
methods in pattern recognition and artificial intelligence have not been tested for credit evaluation.
In this paper, we applied a nearest subspace classification idea [15][16] [17] for credit risk evaluation. The idea 
of nearest subspace classification uses the subspaces spanned by each class training samples to represent training set, 
and a query samples is classified to the class of nearest subspace. This classification idea has been successfully used 
in face recognition problems [16] [17]. In [16], nearest feature subspace (NFS) method is based on feature extraction 
which is necessary for face image data, and adopt arbitrary k (k>3) feature training samples to span subspaces in 
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each class, then these subspaces are as the extensions for training set. In [17], the subspaces spanned by all the 
samples per class are testified best for classification, so we also use such subspaces to represent each class. For 
credit evaluation, we find that current credit data are usually low dimension data, so the feature reduction procession 
is not adopted in this paper. That is, we use all the samples of each class to create respective subspaces, and a test 
sample will belong to the class represented by the nearest subspace. We call this credit evaluation method as nearest 
subspace (NS) credit evaluation method. On an U.S. credit dataset, compared with SVM and 1-NN method, the NS 
credit evaluation method is more effective and competitive. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the nearest subspace algorithm. Section 
3 gives the experiments on credit evaluation dataset. Finally, section 4 is the conclusion. 
2.  Nearest Subspace Algorithm 
The basic idea of NS method is to expand representational capacity of prototypes of each class by subspace. This 
virtually provides an infinite number of prototypical points, and thus can account for more prototypical changes than 
the original samples. In the calculation of distance between a query vector and a class, the query is projected to the 
subspace spanned by the samples of this class. The projection point is the linear combination that is nearest to the 
query. The distance between the query and projection point is taken as the measure for classification.  
For credit evaluation application, nearest subspace credit evaluation method uses linear combination (subspace) 
of all creditors belonging to the same class to approximate the possible variants of creditors. Thus the training 
creditor set is expanded from finite creditors to infinite linear combination of these creditors. For a test creditor, we 
will find a proximate credit record in each class creditor set. The proximate credit record may be not from a real 
creditor, but a best linear combination of all creditors in the same class. Finally, among these best creditor records 
from all the classes, the nearest one to the test creditor is taken as the same class creditor with the test creditor. The 
set of linear combination of the creditors is just the subspace spanned by creditors. Thus, NS method virtually 
divides a creditor to the nearest subspace of creditors. Compared with conventional 1-NN and k-NN classifiers, NS 
provides more possible creditors derived from original creditors. The capacity of the known creditor set is thus 
expanded. In the following, we describe the measure of a test creditor to a subspace, and give the NS method for 
credit evaluation. 
2.1. Subspace Distance 
In NS method, the subspace spanned by training samples of a class is taken as distribution estimation of the class, 
and Euclidean distance from a test sample to the subspace is taken as the similarity measure for classification. Given 
a set from a class , , subspace of is the set including all linear combinations of samples in :dRS S S},,,{ 21 kxxxS  
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Let , . The Eq. (2) can be written in matrix: XĮy ),,,( 21 kxxxX  
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Eq. (3) is an unconstrained optimal problem, which can be computed directly: 
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2.2. Nearest Subspace Algorithm 
Given a multi-class training set },,,{ 21 lSSSS  , is the ith class training set. The subspaces from different 
category training sets are ,…, . For an arbitrary query , we separately compute the distance 
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, we give the overall process of NS method for the creditor’s evaluation:  Following, for a test creditor x
Step 1: Computing the optimal weights Į for each class creditors. 
For the ith class creditor set },,,{ 21 ki xxxS  , the weights for the best linear combination of  can be 
computed directly:  
Į kxxx ,,, 21 
xXXXĮ TT  )(  or xXIXXĮ TT 1)(  V
where ,  is the pseudo-inverse of ;XX T)( XX T , and  is  identity Matrix. I kku0tV),,,( 21 kxxxX  
Step 2: Finding the best linear combination record of creditors in each class. 
For the ith class creditor set , by the weights , we can obtain the projection of the test Į},,,{ 21 ki xxxS  iy
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Step 3: Computing the distance of the test creditor to each subspace. x
and ith class subspace isThe distance between x )( iF S
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3. Credit Evaluation Experiments 
Credit risk evaluation is a very typical classification problem to identify “good” and “bad” creditors[18][19]. In 
this paper, we apply nearest subspace method for credit risk evaluation. To test the efficacy of NS for creditor 
evaluation, we compare it with SVM by linear kernel and RBF kernel ( k=exp (-0.5(ýx-yý/³)2) ) on a real world 
US credit dataset. The credit card dataset used in our experiments is provided by a major U.S. bank. It contains 6000 
records and 66 derived attributes. Among these 6000 records, 960 are bankruptcy accounts and 5040 are “good” 
status accounts [18]. In our experiments, three accuracies will be tested to evaluate the classifiers, “Good” accuracy, 
“Bad” accuracy and Total accuracy: 
set test in samples Good"" ofnumber 
set test in samples Good"" classifiedcorrectly  ofnumber  Accuracy  Good""  ,
setin test  samples Bad"" ofnumber 
setin test  samples Bad"" classifiedcorrectly  ofnumber  Accuracy  Bad"" ,
setin test  samples ofnumber 
setin test tion classificacorrect  ofnumber  Accuracy  Total .
where “Good” accuracy and “Bad” accuracy respectively measure the capacity of the classifiers to identify “Good” 
or “Bad” clients. In the real world, for the special purposes to prevent the credit fraud, the accuracy of classification 
for the risky class must be improved to reach an acceptable standard but not excessively affecting the accuracy of 
classification for other classes. Thus, improving “Bad” accuracy is one of the most important tasks in credit scoring. 
In our experiments of each dataet, we random select p (p=10, 20, 30,…, 100) samples from each class as training 
set and the remaining for test. We repeat the each classifiers test 20 times and report the mean results. All of our 
experiments are carried out on Matlab 7.0 platform. The convex quadratic programming problem of SVM is solved 
utilizing Matlab optimal tools. The “Bad”, “Good” and total accuracy comparisons of the classifiers are shown in 
Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. Parameter ı of RBF kernel of SVM and KASNP is ı=10000, and the 
penalty constant C of SVM is C=Ğ.
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Table 1 “Bad” accuracy (%) comparisons of different methods on US dataset
“Bad” accuracy (%) comparisons on USA dataset Number of training 
data per class 1-NN Linear SVM RBF SVM NS
10 66.67 % 59.68% 64.51% 58.75 % 
20 63.37 % 66.23% 65.43% 65.03 % 
30 64.38 % 65.25% 64.48% 72.13 % 
40 63.77 % 63.97% 65.34% 76.83 % 
50 65.78 % 65.21% 66.20% 76.32 % 
60 64.82 % 65.82% 66.01% 74.32 % 
70 65.52 % 65.89% 68.31% 75.22 % 
80 65.46 % 67.37% 69.99% 72.14 % 
90 65.60 % 66.94% 70.62% 71.99 % 
100 64.83 % 66.32% 70.69% 71.62 % 
Table 2 “Good” accuracy (%) comparisons of different methods on US dataset
“good” accuracy (%) comparisons on USA dataset Number of training 
data per class 1-NN Linear SVM RBF SVM NS
10 56.48 % 60.97% 61.50% 66.36 % 
20 59.40 % 66.60% 66.82% 69.89 % 
30 59.83 % 65.03% 65.64% 67.23 % 
40 62.41 % 67.12% 67.62% 64.43 % 
50 61.55 % 66.46% 66.62% 65.81 % 
60 62.45 % 66.46% 67.84% 67.33 % 
70 62.65 % 66.65% 67.49% 68.73 % 
80 62.15 % 66.65% 66.35% 71.24 % 
90 62.54 % 66.67% 67.74% 69.70 % 
100 63.23 % 67.02% 67.97% 68.44 % 
Table 3 Total accuracy (%) comparisons of different methods on US dataset 
Total accuracy (%) comparisons on USA dataset Number of training 
data per class 1-NN Linear SVM RBF SVM NS
10 58.10% 60.77% 61.97% 65.15% 
20 60.03% 66.55% 66.60% 69.13% 
30 60.54% 63.83% 65.46% 67.99% 
40 62.62% 67.81% 67.27% 66.36% 
50 62.20% 66.27% 66.55% 67.43% 
60 62.81% 66.44% 67.56% 68.40% 
70 63.08% 66.54% 67.61% 69.72% 
80 62.65% 67.39% 66.90% 71.38% 
90 62.99% 65.13% 68.17% 70.04% 
100 63.46% 66.92% 68.37% 68.91% 
In our experiments, NS method made a better risky classification performance. Comparing the results reported in 
Table 1 to Table 3, we find the NS method can keep three accuracies “bad”, “good” and “Total” at better standard. 
(1) For finding “Bad” clients (nearest subspace (NS) method is superior to other classifiers. As we can see from 
Table 1, when the training samples per class is greater than 30, NS method all can achieve above 70% classification 
accuracy, whereas the accuracies of other methods are mostly less than 70%. (2) For identifying “Good” clients (see 
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Table 2), NS can obtain highest accuracy in seven compared experiments when p=10,20,30,70,80,90,100, and RBF 
SVM have three highest accuracies when p=40,50,60. (3) From the general view (see Table 3), NS method 
dominates 1-NN and SVMs.  
Thus, from above experimental results of the U.S credit dataset, we conclude that the NS method is comparable 
with 1-NN and SVMs for creditor classification. 
4. Conclusion 
This paper introduces a classification method, nearest subspace method, for credit evaluation. The nearest 
subspace credit evaluation method uses linear combination (subspace) of all creditors belonging to the same class to 
approximate the possible variants of creditors. For a test creditor, NS method is to find a best approximation from 
the nearest subspace, and divides the test creditor to the class of nearest subspace. On a real world U.S. credit card 
dataset, the NS shows good performance for credit evaluation. 
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